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1. INTRODUCTION

the most

and earliest recorded applications of
is the use of absorbable surgical sutures. The
material made from sheep intestines to suture abuse of a
dominal wounds is believed to date back many centuries. Today,

important
O degradable
polymers
string-like
ne of

sutures

are

still the primary method of wound closure used

by

sur-

geons, although the advances in tissue adhesives and mechanical devices such as clips and staples are notable. The development of polymer
science in the twentieth century has had an enormous effect on the
materials used for wound closure, in particular for absorbable and
nonabsorbable sutures.
This is a review of the polymers used to manufacture the currently
available absorbable surgical sutures and some of the polymers under
development for absorbable suture applications. The emphasis will be
on the polymer fiber properties and how these properties change with
time, in vivo or in vitro. These degradative changes have been
characterized by measurements of the thermal properties, of the
changes in polymer in molecular weights, molecular weight distribu-

tions, tensile properties, and morphological studies. Detailed

coverage

are

re-

of the mechanism of degradation is not included as there
cent references which discuss this in detail [1-3].
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2. BACKGROUND

2.1

Degradative Changes

The characterization of the changes in polymer and fiber properties
with time is important for the design of new suture materials. It is also
important to the surgeon for the proper selection of a suture for wound
closure to insure proper wound healing. In addition to the rate and time
required for removal and total absorption of the suture material, the
retention of strength, commonly measured as breaking strength retention (BSR), is an important parameter that characterizes the suture
material since the material must maintain adequate strength during
the wound healing process. The time required for wound healing can
vary depending on such factors as the type of tissue being repaired and
the age, health, and weight of the patient. Thus, when available, BSR
and absorption data will be included in the discussion of polymer prop-

erty changes.

The in vivo BSR is commonly determined by implanting the suture
subcutaneously in rats. Following various residence times the sutures
are recovered and tested to determine their breaking strength. The in
vivo BSR is usually reported as the percentage of average breaking
strength remaining, as compared to the original suture strength before
implantation. For in vitro BSR determinations, the suture is usually
placed in pH 7.4 phosphate buffer at 37 ° C, then tested, and the data reported as described above. A direct correlation between in vivo and in
vitro data is not necessarily expected because of the differences between the two environments. However, the in vitro test is conducted
with relative ease and the data is very useful for comparative purposes.
The term absorption is usually meant to describe the eventual disappearance of the suture from the implantation site. Absorption is
preceded by the hydrolytic bond scission for most of the absorbable synthetic polymer sutures, while enzymes are claimed to be responsible for
the degradative changes and absorption of the sutures derived from
natural polymers. Polymer degradation is commonly measured by the
changes in molecular weight and molecular weight distribution, and
for in vitro methods by mass loss. In vivo mass loss is not often reported
because of the difficulties involved in separating the intimate mixture
of tissue and partially degraded suture necessary for a gravimetric determination. In vivo absorption may be determined microscopically by
measuring the remaining cross sectional area of the suture after
various residence periods. Some caution must be used when different
techniques are used to measure absorption since a mass loss could con-
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ceivably occur without a change in the outer physical dimensions of the
suture. A combination of techniques may provide the best characterization of the degradative processes.
Absorption may also be evaluated by recovery of radiolabeled substances from labeled sutures or by histologic assessment. It should be
noted that the reduction in breaking strength and the loss of mass are
separate phenomena. Both are important for characterizing suture materials.

2.2 Sterilization

Methodologies

The proper use of an absorbable suture requires that it is capable of
being sterilized before use. Thus, sterilizability is an important property of any polymer being considered as a candidate for a suture material. The goal of any sterilization procedure is to destroy and remove all
microorganisms from the device. The sterilized suture should be packaged to prevent contamination during the subsequent handling, storage, and shipping.
Sterilization techniques can be divided into two categories, physical
or chemical. The physical methods of sterilization include dry heat,
steam, and ionizing radiation. The dry heat and steam techniques are
not usually suitable for polymers due to the adverse effects that would
occur during the sterilization procedure. Dry heat generally requires
temperatures of approximately 160 ° C to 170 ° C for two hours or more.
These conditions would cause most polymers to melt, distort, or
undergo degradation or oxidation to an extent that precludes this sterilization method from consideration. Sterilization by steam autoclaving involves exposure of the suture to temperatures of 121 ° C at steam
pressure for times usually shorter than necessary for dry heat. The conditions of this technique can also cause significant and undesirable
changes in the physical properties of many polymers, particularly
those polymers that rely on hydrolytic degradation for their absorption.
Ionizing radiation is another physical method of sterilization that involves the use of gamma rays from a 6°Co source or high energy electrons to destroy microorganisms. Dosages of about 2.5 Mrad are usually considered suitable. Radiation is very penetrating and could be
important for sterilizing thick, nonporous orthopedic devices such as
absorbable bone plates which are currently being developed. Radiation
sterilization is desirable fpom both economical and safety viewpoints
since the suture can be sterilized in a sealed package, thereby insuring
that the product is not contaminated following sterilization and prior
to final package sealing. There are commercial vendors that provide
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radiation sterilization services so that it is not necessary for each company to invest the large capital required to build such a facility. An unfortunate disadvantage of ionizing radiation is that many polymers experience a change in properties after irradiation. These changes can
include chain scission, crosslinking, and discoloration. Presently, the
only absorbable suture sterilized by radiation is catgut. Most synthetic
absorbable sutures apparently suffer changes in properties that are too
severe to allow sterilization by radiation. As discussed later in this
review there are considerable research efforts to improve the radiation
resistance of synthetic absorbable polymers.
Ethylene oxide is classified as a chemical method of sterilization and
is the method currently used for synthetic absorbable sutures. Ethylene oxide sterilization is conducted at relatively low temperatures in
the presence of carefully controlled amounts of moisture, often in the
presence of a carrier gas. Compared to the other processes, it is slow, expensive and requires careful control of the process conditions, including
the complete removal of all traces of ethylene oxide. The time required
for sterilization depends on the relative humidity and the temperature
of the sterilization conditions which is usually on the order of several
hours.
2.3 Definitions

Surgical sutures by definition are strands of material used for
ligating or tying blood vessels and tissue or holding tissues together
until healing has taken place. The present worldwide market is approximately $950 million.
The United States Pharmacopeia defines surgical sutures into two
classifications: absorbable and nonabsorbable.

The absorbable surgical suture &dquo;is a sterile, flexible strand prepared
from collagen derived from healthy mammals, or from a synthetic polymer. It is capable of being absorbed by living mammalian tissue.&dquo; It can
be either in monofilament or multifilament form and may be treated to

modify

its resistance to absorption.
A nonabsorbable surgical suture is &dquo;a flexible strand of material that
is suitably resistant to the action of living mammalian tissue.&dquo; Nonabsorbable sutures are further classed into three types: &dquo;Class I sutures
are composed of silk or synthetic fibers of monofilament, twisted, or
braided construction where the coating if any does not significantly affect thickness (e.g. braided silk, polyester, nylon, monofilament nylon or
polypropylene). Class II sutures are composed of cotton or linen fibers
or coated natural or synthetic fibers where the coating significantly
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thickness, but does not contribute significantly to strength (e.g.,
virgin silk sutures). Class III sutures are composed of monofilament or
affects

multifilament metal wire.&dquo;
Both nonabsorbable and absorbable sutures may be modified with respect to body and texture and be impregnated or treated with a
suitable coating, softening, or antimicrobial agent. They also may be
colored by color additives approved by the federal Food and Drug Administration. The U.S.P defines the limits for sizing and strength requirements for collagen sutures, synthetic sutures and nonabsorbable
sutures (Tables 1-3). While this discussion is focused on absorbable
suture materials, some information on nonabsorbables may be helpful
to the reader.

Surgical Silk is a product made from the fibers spun by silkworm larThe individual fibers are processed to remove natural waxes and

vae.

gums and braided or twisted to form a multifilament construction. Silk
is among the most frequently used nonabsorbable and is maintained as
a standard for handling characteristics by surgeons because of its excellent pliability, knot security and high tensile strength. Silk is not a
permanent nonabsorbable material as it is known to lose its tensile
Table 1. Size and

strength requirements for collagen

sutures.

From The United State Pharmacopeia XXI and The National Formulary XVI with permission from the United
States Pharmacopeial Convention Inc
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Table 2. Size and

strength requirements

for

synthetic absorbable

From The United States Pharmacopeia XXI and The National
United States Pharmacopeial Coniention Inc

Formulary

sutures.

XVI with permission from The

strength after about one year and may entirely disappear after two or
more years. Primary applications are in ligating vessels where a
nonabsorbable is preferred, serosa layer in gastro-intestinal surgery, in
fascia closure, and all applications where tying numerous interrupted
individual sutures are facilitated by the unique handling characteristics of silk. It also has application in interrupted suturing of vessel
anastomosis in pediatric cases and coronary artery bypass.
Cotton and linen sutures are both made from naturally occurring
fibers and were used primarily in gastro-intestinal surgery. Their use

nearly disappeared.
Surgical stainless steel is virtually inert in tissue and retains its tensile strength almost indefinitely lending to its use where delayed
wound healing may occur or in the presence of infection. Closure of
fascia with steel in contaminated wounds or in patients who are to be
subjected to cancer therapy postoperatively may reduce the danger of
wound disruption. It is also routinely used to close the sternum following heart surgery. The major drawback to the use of steel is the time
consuming and meticulous knot tying technique required.
has
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Synthetic nonabsorbables, in general, are more inert, have higher
tensile strengths, and retain tensile strength longer than silk at the
compromise of handling characteristics. Additional throws are required
to secure the knot with these materials.
Nylon sutures may be used in a braided form, monofilament form and
in a construction that has a braided nylon core surrounded by a nylon
sheath. The braided form is often used as a substitute for silk. The
monofilament in sizes 9-0 and 10-0 remains the choice for closure of cat-

Table 3. Size and

strength requirements for nonabsorbable

sutures.

*The limits on knot pull tensile strength apply to Nonabsorbable Surgical Suture that has been steri
lized For non stenle Sutures of Class I and Class 11 the limits are 25% higher
&dquo;The tensile strength of sizes larger than metric size 3 of monofilament Class III (metallic) Nonabsorbable
Surgical Suture is measured by straight pull
Silver wire meets the tensile strength values of ClassI Sutures but is tested in the same manner as Class
III Sutures
From the United States Pharmacopeia XXI and the NaUonal Formulary XVI with permission from the United
States Pharmacopeial Convention Inc
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by ophthalmologists because of its inertness and high
of
degree elasticity. Both nylon-6 and nylon-6,6 are used.
Inertness and easy passage through tissue also make monofilament
nylon popular with plastic surgeons where cosmetic results are important. Nylon is known to undergo hydrolytic degradation over time
resulting in low strength retention after several years of implantation
aract wounds

[4].

Polyester suture is made from poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) and
is available in both braided and very fine sizes as a monofilament. The
uncoated braided product has a tendency to &dquo;saw&dquo; or drag through
tissue. Polyester products are available with coatings such as silicone,
teflon, and &dquo;polybutilate&dquo; to reduce the surface friction and enhance
knot slide down characteristics. The predominant application for these
products is in procedures where maximum long-term tensile strength
is required such as prosthetic heart valve implantation, hernia repair,
and fascia and sternum closure.
Polypropylene is available to surgeons as a monofilament in all sizes.
Next to steel and polyester, it has the greatest long-term tensile
strength retention of any of the nonabsorbables. It has been used as
haptics or supporting mechanisms for intraocular lenses implanted for
over a decade, evidence of its long-term biocompatibility.
Because of its long-term strength retention, inertness, and smooth
passage through tissue it is the material of choice for coronary artery
bypass procedures as well as most peripheral vascular procedures. Plastic surgeons are also increasing their utilization of polypropylene. The
disadvantage associated with polypropylene is the inherent stiffness of
the monofilament which requires numerous throws to achieve knot
security.

The choice of suture materials used
number of factors, some of which are

by

a

surgeon is influenced

by

a

Biologic characteristics of the material, i.e., absorbable vs. nonabsorbable-one would not select an absorbable where long-term stabilization of the tissues or a prosthesis is needed.
2. Healing characteristics of tissues being sutured-tissues vary with
1.

regard

to

regaining strength following surgical

intervention.

Sutures are solely responsible for all of the strength of the wound in
the immediate post-operative period. A basic precept of good
operative technique is the utilization of the smallest size suture consistent with the strength of the tissues which are sutured.
3. Location and length of incision or operative site-when working
deep in the pelvis a surgeon may choose a monofilament such as
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chromic gut which lends itself to sliding knots smoothly down the
length of the strand to secure them. Cosmetic results are also an important consideration in the selection of suture material.
4. Presence or absence of infection or contamination-the presence of
suture material dramatically increases the tissue susceptibility to
infection [5]. A surgeon who might normally utilize absorbable
sutures in fascia closure might utilize nonabsorbable or reinforce
the absorbable with nonabsorbable in the presence of infection cognizant that the wound will take longer than normal to regain its

strength.

5. Condition of the patient-obesity, age, drug therapy, radiation
therapy, etc, are all factors which may play a role in wound healing
dynamics and requirements for extended support.
6.

Subjective preferences of the surgeon-a surgeon’s training, background, and experiences with suture materials play an important
factor in ultimate suture selection. These preferences are based on
their perceptions of handling characteristics, knot tying, strength
and overall performance in minimizing wound related postoperative sequelae.

3. SUTURE MATERIALS

3.1

Catgut and Collagen

Surgical sutures represent perhaps the oldest known use of absorbable material implanted in the human body. Use of animal tendons to
support tissues in wound healing dates back more than fifteen centuries. Catgut has been in general use since the beginning of the nineteenth century. Rhoads, et al. [6] have reviewed the early work with respect to the surgical efficacy and absorbability of catgut. The most
popular absorbable sutures today remain those made of catgut as
described by Galen in the early Roman days. The word &dquo;kit&dquo; was used
to describe a fiddle with the strings made of gut. It appears that kit was
transformed into cat over time.
The popularity of absorbable sutures is based on the desire by the
surgeon to provide a method to hold tissues together until the wound
has regained its strength followed by elimination of the suture
material. This minimizes the implications associated with foreign body

implantation.
Catgut consists essentially of collagen derived from the submucosa of
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sheep intestine or the serosa of bovine intestine. Following initial
cleansing, the intestines are slit longitudinally and the resulting ribbons are subjected to additional mechanical and chemical cleaning processes until ribbons of essentially pure collagen are obtained.
These ribbons are then treated with formaldehyde or a combination
of formaldehyde and chromium sulfate salts to affect biodegradability.
These ribbons are then twisted into string and dried under tension.
They are then polished or ground to the appropriate USP diameters.
This polishing step also provides what is essentially a monofilament
construction by establishing a consistently even diameter to the
strand. This is important not only in eliminating potential weak spots
in the suture but in facilitating the ability to slide knots evenly down
the strand under tension without fraying or weakening the strand.
Plain gut refers to surgical gut untreated by chromium salts. Tensile
loss occurs in usually 5 to 10 days and absorption by the body enzymes
occurs within approximately 70 days. The applications for plain gut are
those where low prolonged tension is required, i.e., ligation of small
blood vessels or to close &dquo;dead spaces&dquo; in subcutaneous fat layers.
Chromic gut is that subjected to treatment with chromium salts
thereby delaying the ability of the body to absorb or degrade the
material by covalently crosslinking the polypeptide chains. Absorption
times greater than 90 days are often observed.
Chromic gut will normally support the wound for approximately 14
days. It is used for ligation of larger blood vessels, general surgical closure, obstetrics-gynecology (Ob-Gyn) and orthopedic surgery, and in
tissues where nonabsorbable sutures are not desirable either as a
nidus for infection or stone formation, such as in the biliary or urinary
tract.

Chromic gut remains the suture of choice for Ob-Gyn surgery because
of its excellent handling characteristics and the ability to slide knots
down the length of the suture when working deep in the pelvis. A routine hysterectomy may require the placement of 60 knots during the

procedure.
Collagen sutures for select ophthalmic procedures is derived from
bovine deep flexor tendons which are sliced and homogenized in an acid
mixture and filtered. The resulting pure collagen dispersion is extruded, subjected to chemical neutralization, and twisted into final
round string. It is also available in plain and chromic varieties. Since
collagen sutures are a purer more uniform dispersion of protein, they
are believed to be less reactive and more predictable in tensile strength
loss and absorption.
The absorption of gut sutures is dependent on several factors:
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1.

Type of tissue-it

is absorbed

more

membrane.

2. Condition of tissue-it is absorbed

rapidly

more

in

serous or mucous

rapidly

in the presence of

infection.
3. General health of patient-in malnourished
tients, absorption may be accelerated.
4.

Type

of

gut-plain

characteristics.

or

or

protein deficient

chromic gut types have different

pa-

absorption

The mechanism of gut absorption is largely a cellular mediated response via the action of collagenases and proteases. It can be due to an
inflammatory response and in some cases an antigenic response or
allergic reactions may occur.
Since the actual collagen content in these ribbons can vary as well as
the factors that influence the absorption rate, there was a need to develop absorbable polymers which would:
1. Provide wound support

period

2. Be
3. Be

more
more

over

the critical 14

day

wound

healing

naturally occurring collagen protein
uniformly predictable in absorption characteristics
inert than

These criteria led to the development of synthetic absorbable
polymers as suture materials. As a group, these suture materials are
more inert, stronger, retain strength longer and are more predictable
in absorption than surgical gut. The first synthetic absorbable
available in the U.S. was a homopolymer of glycolic acid. This was followed shortly thereafter by a copolymer of glycolide and lactide. Both
products are absorbed by hydrolysis.
Initial response was excellent, however, both products had a trade-off
in that sizes larger than 9-0 and 10-0 were available only in braided
strands. There were also major changes in handling characteristics versus

surgical gut.

These braided sutures had a tendency to saw through tissue and have
higher coefficients of friction. Knot security is less with synthetics.
They also had a tendency to lock knots in place prematurely when a
second throw was added to the initial throw. The result was that unless
proper tension was placed on the suture and tissues when the second
throw was placed, the knot would lock and not permit any tensioning
adjustment. The suture would then have to be removed and replaced.
The initial response from the suture manufacturers to overcome
these difficulties was identical in concept to that used on braided
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poly(glycolic acid) and its lactide copolymer were
subsequently supplied to surgeons in a coated form. Both products
demonstrated improvement in smoothness of tissue passage and handling and knot tying characteristics.
The standard for absorbable suture handling characteristics remains
catgut. A published survey of Ob-Gyn surgeons indicated a preference
for the braided synthetics for fascia closure but chromic gut for the less
superficial closures and deep ligations [7].
The challenge for manufacturers became to provide the surgical community with a synthetic absorbable suture that would meet the established criteria with the additional requirement to tie or handle like catgut. This led to the development of the two most recently FDA approved
monofilament synthetic absorbable sutures, PDSTM and MAXON’rM,
nonabsorbables. Both

which will be discussed later.
A method of overcoming some of the drawbacks of catgut sutures was
described by Bichon, et al. [8]. They reported an in vivo evaluation of a
biodegradable polyurethane coated catgut suture. The polyester based
polyurethane was coated onto catgut sutures which produced less inflammatory reaction than uncoated plain or chromic catgut. The
coated suture was also able to overcome another drawback of catgut
sutures, the rapid loss of tensile strength in the first few days after implantation. The coated catgut suture maintained its initial in Uavo tensile strength for 3-8 days, depending on the type and thickness of the

coating.
3.2 Iodized

Catgut

From a historical perspective, the sale of an iodized treated catgut
may be considered one of the first antimicrobial &dquo;time release&dquo; agents.
Decreased incidences of infection and reductions in cancer cell transfer
have been reported with this suture [9-12].
3.3

Polyglycolide and Poly(glycolide-co-lactide)

Although catgut is an adequate suture, it suffers from some deficiencies. Because it is a naturally derived material, catgut exhibits the inherent variability in composition and properties of complex natural
materials. However, predictable strengths and absorption profiles are
necessary for the surgeon to choose the proper suture for wound closure. It is a rather stiff material and requires a storage fluid to maintain its flexibility or softness. Catgut can also cause undesirable intense local tissue reactivity.
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To overcome the deficiencies of naturally derived materials, synthetic
polymers were investigated for use as surgical sutures. In 1962, poly(glycolic acid) or polyglycolide, PGA, was developed as the first synthetic absorbable suture, trade named Dexon f1Bl, by American
Cyanamid Company [13-15] and was commercially introduced in 1970.
Poly(glycolic acid) has been known for many years and, in fact, was investigated by Carothers [16] as part of his pioneering studies on polymerization. The polymer did not find any early practical uses as it was
susceptible to hydrolytic degradation. This is, of course, precisely the
property that makes PGA suitable for biodegradable sutures.
High molecular weight polymer is formed by ring opening polymerization of glycolide in the presence of a suitable catalyst. Glycolide exists in two polymorphic forms, alpha and beta, depending upon the
temperature of crystallization used during the purification of the
monomer [15]. The alpha form is thermodynamically stable from 42 ° C
up to the melting point of 82.5 °C and is less sensitive to trace quantities of atmospheric moisture than the beta form which is thermodynamically stable below 42 ° C. Thus the alpha form is the preferred
form for the preparation of high molecular weight PGA. Copolymers
with lactide (usually L-lactide) may also be made by this method. The
PGA homopolymer and its lactide copolymers will be discussed
together due to their similarities. The PGA homopolymer and
(approximately 90/10), also known as
poly(glycolide<o-L-lactide)
in
910
the
manufacture
of the suture named VicrylTn’’, conpolyglactin
stitute the most used synthetic absorbable polymers for surgical
sutures.

Many catalysts are available for the ring opening polymerization of
glycolide and lactide; typically, stannous chloride dihydrate or stannous octoate are used. In the presence of an alcohol, the melt
polymerization is believed to proceed via a cationic mechanism [15] as
shown in Figure 1. For a detailed treatment on the ring-opening
polymerization of lactones, an excellent review is given by Johns, et al.
[17]. High conversions are possible within a few hours [18] and
polymers with inherent viscosities in the range of 0.6 to 1.6 dl g-’ (at
0.5% concentration in hexafluoroisopropanol) are produced (M. 20,000
to 145,000) which are suitable for fiber extrusion [15].
PGA is a hard, tough crystalline polymer with a melting temperature of 224-226 ° C, heat of fusion of 2.5-2.8 kcal mole-’ for the 100%
crystalline polymer and a glass transition temperature of 36 ° C [15,19].
The theoretical density of the crystalline polymer is estimated to be
1.68-1.707 g cc ’ [15,20] with experimentally measured densities in the
range of 1.5-1.64 g cc-’, depending on crystallinity [15]. Chujo, et al.
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Figure 1. Proposed mechamsm for the cationic melt polymerization of glycolide in the
presence of an alcohol Reproduced with permission from Ref. 15, John Wiley and Sons,
Inc.

[19] have determined the activation energy (20.7 kcal mole-’) and heat
of polymerization (6.3 kcal mole-’) for glycolide. Gilding and Reed [18]

have calculated the reactivity ratios for the copolymerization of glycolide with L-lactide in bulk at 200 ° C based on the analysis of copolymers formed at low conversions. These authors determined rc
2.8
and rL
0.2, which indicates that glycolide is preferentially polymerized at low conversions with L-lactide being incorporated to greater
extents as the glycolide becomes depleted. High molecular weight copolymers of glycolide and L-lactide are amorphous between 25 and 70
mole percent glycolide [18].
In the manufacturing process, the high molecular weight polymers
are extruded into fibers from the melt, hot stretched to several times
the original length, and heat-set to improve dimensional stability and
prevent shrinkage [21]. Since the Youngs modulus of the fibers is quite
high, the yarn is braided to form the various size sutures. Coatings may
be applied to improve the handling characteristics and in particular,
the knot tying qualities of the suture [22-26]. The rough surface of an
uncoated braided suture can cause the suture to drag through tissue
making it difficult to adjust tension on a continuous running suture.
Therefore, most surgeons prefer to use coated braided sutures instead
of the uncoated type when there is a need for a synthetic absorbable
braided suture. The coating is made of an absorbable material and
should not interfere with the desirable and predictable properties of
the synthetic absorbable polymer.
The tensile properties of the polyglycolide and poly(glycolide-co-Llactie) fibers are quite suitable for use as surgical sutures. The early
data on the physical properties of PGA fibers in Table 4 demonstrated
that high strength fibers could be prepared and used to make braided
=

=
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Table 4.

Reproduced

Polyglycolide

fiber

with permission from Ref 15 John

properties.

Wiley

and Sons Inc

sutures with desirable strength characteristics. Shown in Table 5 are
the properties of PGA sutures as compared to the properties of other
sutures of similar size. In addition to having greater straight and knot
strengths than catgut, PGA suture was also found to retain a greater
percentage of its initial tensile strength during the first 7-11 days after
implantation in rabbits [15,27] (Figure 2). This time period is considered to be the most critical period of wound repair [27].
In a direct comparison of the PGA homopolymer suture with the
polyglactin 910 copolymer suture, Craig et al. [28] reported that the
polyglactin 910 suture was stronger than the PGA suture in the two
sizes tested (No. 0-0 and 4-0) and at all time periods from zero to 35
days. These in vivo characteristics were determined by implanting the
sutures in the subcutis of rats. They also reported that virtually all
remnants of the polyglactin 910 were absorbed by 90 days based on
histologic examination, while considerable quantities of poly(glycolic
acid) persisted at 120 days. However, other in vivo studies using rabbits
have reported complete absorption of poly(glycolic acid) sutures by the
40 to 60 day interval irrespective of the suture diameter as evidenced
by gross and microscopic examination of the implant site. As Paran, et
al. [29] have indicated, there are many sources of the variability reported by different investigators including the experimental animals

Table 5. Tensile

strength

of

size

3-0 sutures.

’Medium chromic

&dquo;Dacron polyester fiber trademark of EI du Pont de
Reproduced with permission from Ref 15 John Wiley

Nemours and Co
and Sons Inc
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Figure 2. In uiuo strength retention of PGA and catgut sutures simultaneously implanted in rabbits Reproduced with permission from Ref 27, Surgery, Gynecology &
Obstetrics

used, the different sites chosen for implantation, different types of
suture preparation and simply the diversity of experimental methods.

Much work has been done to characterize the in vivo and in vitro absorption and breaking strength retention of poly(glycolic acid) and its
copolymers with lactide. There are many experimental factors that affect the in vivo and in vitro performance of these suture materials in addition to those factors previously mentioned.
Gilding and Reed [18] have shown that 6°Co gamma irradiation
causes deterioration of both DexonTM and VicrylTM sutures at sterilizing doses of 2.5 Mrads. Molecular weight characterization of the irradiated samples led to a proposed unzipping degradation mechanism.
The initial strength of PGA sutures was unchanged by gamma irradiation (1 Mrad), but following implantation the tensile strength fell to
zero within 10 days. Chu et al. [30-32] investigated the effect of gamma
irradiation dosage on the degradation of both PGA and its lactide copolymer and reported that the predominant effects is chain scission. It
was also reported that the poly(glycolide-co-L-lactide) fibers were more
susceptible to radiation degradation than the PGA fibers but the tensile strength data showed the copolymer fibers to be more resistant to
hydrolytic degradation than the homopolymer fibers. Irradiation has
been proposed as a method to make a faster absorbing PGA suture [33].
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Browning and Chu [34] have examined the effects of annealing temperature ( 150-190 ° C ) and time (5 and 20 minutes) on PGA sutures and

found changes in the mechanical properties and degradation behavior.
Sutures annealed with axial tension of varying degrees always exhibited a lower rate of hydrolytic degradation than the freely hung
samples. A detailed statistical analysis was made to determine the interactions that exist between the annealing treatments, hydrolytic
degradation, and mechanical properties of the PGA sutures.
The degradation and absorption of the synthetic absorbable sutures
discussed here is considered to result from the hydrolysis of the ester
bonds. This is in contrast to sutures derived from natural products (catgut) where enzymatic degradation is responsible for the absorption of
these suture materials [35]. Although it has been shown [36] that cellular enzymes are not necessary for the in vivo absorption of the synthetic absorbable sutures, oxidative enzymes apparently affect the
metabolism of the suture breakdown products. In spite of the evidence
that cellular enzymes are not necessary for the degradation of these
synthetic polymers, experimental data reported by Williams et al.
[37-40] indicated that enzymes may indeed affect the absorption of
PGA sutures.
Based solely on chemical hydrolysis, a relatively clear description can
be given of the mechanism of hydrolysis and the effect of hydrolysis on
the structure and morphology of the polymer. A detailed description of
the degradative mechanism of these polymers has been addressed in
detail by other authors [2,40-43].
Fredericks et al. [41] reported the changes occurring to the copolymer
containing 92 mole percent glycolide and eight mole percent L-lactide
when placed in a phosphate buffer (pH 7.25 at 37.5 ° C). These changes
are summarized in Table 6. The inherent viscosity of the copolymer
decreased in a regular fashion for the first 21 days after which the
change in inherent viscosity is small. This clearly indicates that the
molecular weight was decreasing. During this same 21 day period,

only a 1.7% weight loss of the suture material. The crystallinity
copolymer remained constant at approximately 40%
14
through days but increased to 47% at 21 days and further increased
to 55% at 28 days. Density measurements during this same time period
showed a similar trend. After 21 days the weight loss increased considerably and voids in the fiber made density measurement difficult.
These authors reported that after 42 days, approximately 98% of the
original suture weight was lost but the external dimensions of the
fibers had not appreciably changed.
The degradation of this copolymer can be thought to occur in two
there

was

of the
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Table 6. In vitro

Reproduced

hydrolysis of VicrylTm

with permisson from Ref 41 John

suture at 37.5°C.

Wiley and Sons Inc

stages, similar to that proposed by Chu [44] for PGA. The first stage is
characterized by cleavage of the polymer chains via hydrolysis and this
process is believed to occur preferentially in the amorphous regions of
the polymer. When immersed in water or buffer the water molecules
can more easily penetrate the amorphous regions of the polymer as
they are less dense than the well packed, more dense crystalline regions. The polymer chains in the amorphous region are converted to
oligomeric species during the first 21 days. The tensile strength of the
copolymer suture decreased to approximately 34% of its original
strength after 21 days while only showing a 1.7% weight loss. These
data are consistent with most fiber models for semicrystalline polymers which rely on tie-chain segments in the amorphous regions to
transmit tensile loads to the crystalline regions of the polymer.
Preferential hydrolysis of the amorphous regions would have a large
effect on the tensile strength of the fibers and the molecular weight of
the polymer without showing a large initial weight loss. As Fredericks
et al. have indicated, the orientation and structure in the amorphous
regions are most likely very important in determining the strength
and absorption characteristics of the suture. The second stage of
degradation is characterized by an increased rate of weight loss. After
21 days, the crystalline regions of the copolymer are being hydrolytically attacked to a greater extent and solubilization of the degraded
material proceeds rapidly. At this stage, the suture has virtually no
strength remaining since the amorphous regions have been hydrolyzed
and are eventually removed from the fiber. These authors also report
that the copolymer ratios remained constant during the hydrolysis
which supports the conclusion that the hydrolytic attack is random
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along the backbone of the random copolymer. These results provide a
general description of the mode of degradation and its effect on the
properties and structure of this important copolymer. This behavior is
important in understanding the properties of the suture and its usefulness in wound healing.
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